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Abstract

As the Grid is becoming the day-to-day infrastructure for e-Science and e-Business, support is required for more
complex and demanding application scenarios in which not just a single resource is required, but a set of resources
with certain dependencies. Suchworkflowscomplicate the management of resources, especially in cases where they
are offered by several different resource providers, sinceresource access must be synchronised in advance to allow
reliable workflow execution. In this paper we show the different Grid scheduling solutions which exist in the D-Grid
ecosystem and describe in detail a workflow-aware D-Grid self-development and another, complementary, German
scheduling solution. Based on the functional characteristics of these systems we identify existing gaps and show
potential solutions towards an interoperable scheduling framework in the D-Grid environment.

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002-
004265).
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1 Introduction

The scheduling of entities like tasks, jobs, processes, or workflows introduces a large number of questions like: How
to get the balancing act between user and provider requirements done? What is the best scheduling strategy for
which environment? These and other questions are research topics for quite a while now, still leaving many of them
unanswered.

In this Section, we briefly introduce the problem of scheduling dependent entities to provide a basis for the follow-
ing discussion (cf. Section 1.1). Moreover, we review threescheduling systems used (but not developed) in D-Grid (cf.
Section 1.2) to provide a framework for the description of scheduling systems developed in D-Grid (cf. Section 2). We
there detail a pre D-Grid development also funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the
VIOLA MetaScheduling System, and a D-Grid self-development, theWorkflow Scheduling Servicewithin the C3Grid
project. Following the German scheduling developments, weshow in Section 3 different existing gaps and propose
approaches to bridge. Finally, the paper is concluded with Section 4.

1.1 The Scheduling Problem
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Figure 1: Mapping of a workflow to three resources respectingthe time dependencies

There are many application scenarios in which not just a single resource is required but a set of resources with
certain time dependencies. Assuming that multiple resources are provided by several resource providers, such work-
flows complicate the management of resources since resourceaccess must be synchronised in advance to allow reliable
workflow execution.

In Fig. 1 a simple example of such a workflow is sketched. The workflow consists of three tasksT 1, T 2, andT 3

which have to be executed in ascending order according to their indices. This requirement implies that a scheduler has
to assign resources1 to the different tasks in the same order, i.e.t1 < t2 < ... < t6.

To achieve this temporally order, we can distinguish three different approaches (from the Grid scheduler’s perspec-
tive):

1. Following therandom approach, all timest1 to t6 depend on the scheduling decisions made by the schedulers
of the different SitesA, B, andC. This means that the Grid scheduler is not calculating any schedule, but it is
just passing the tasks to the site schedulers. Since this is equivalent to not having a Grid scheduler at all (or one
which is unable to implement the dependencies) it is likely that the dependency relations between the different
tasks are broken.

1In general it is possible to assign the same resource to all three tasks in the correct order, but for the sake of the examplewe assume that there
is no resource which matches the different requirements of all three tasks.
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2. Thecontrolled approach differs from the previous one in such a way that the Grid scheduler is able to implement
the dependencies on its level. OnceT 1 has been executed on SiteB, T 2 is submitted to SiteA. The downside
of this approach are potential waiting times in site-specific queues due to resource load.

3. In case of theadvanced reservationapproach, the Grid scheduler calculates the schedule in a way thatt3 = t2

andt5 = t4 (where we do not consider potential data transfers between the jobs) and reserves the different
resources prior to the execution of the tasks. This procedure results in an optimal schedule.

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are one instrument to reserve resources in advance [11]. The time requirements
and dependencies can be modelled in an SLA to guarantee the resource availability [12]. A main problem for the
management of workflows is the negotiation towards SLAs. While the creation of a single SLA is a challenging task
itself, this becomes more complicated if the terms must match or correspond to other SLAs that are under negotiation.
For instance in our example in Fig. 1, three resources must beavailable in an order which puts constraints on the
different local schedules. It then must be assured that all three SLAs are finally committed (or none of them) to
prevent the workflow execution based on an unusable subset ofSLAs.

1.2 Related Work

The number of approaches towards Grid scheduling is as numerous as the projects dealing with this topic. Since
it is out of the scope of this paper to provide an overview, we refer to a book edit by Nabrzyski et al. [13]. Here
we focus on schedulers which are used within the D-Grid ecosystem (without making claims to be complete). This
section describes those developed outside D-Grid while Section 2 introduces a self-development and one scheduler
from another German project.

GridWay2 is a meta-scheduler developed by the Distributed Systems Architecture Group at the University of
Madrid. GridWay performs job execution management and resource brokering, and it adapts job execution to the
dynamic Grid conditions by providing e.g. fault recovery mechanisms, dynamic scheduling, on-request migration and
opportunistic migration. Workflows in GridWay can only be achieved through concerted job scripts and command line
options.

Calana3 is being developed by Fraunhofer ITWM. It is a market-based scheduler which uses auctions to determine
suitable resources and allocate them. To achieve this, a broker notifies agents at the diverse resources about the auction
and receives bids from them. The best bid wins the auction andthe right to execute the job. To specify workflows, the
Grid Application Description Language [10] (GADL) is used.

EGEE Workload Manager Service (WMS) is the current meta-scheduler within the LHC Computing Grid project
and heavily bases on Condor-G facilities for job submission. It supports two policies for job scheduling:eager
schedulingmatches a job against multiple resources whilelazy schedulingmatches a resource against multiple jobs.
Furthermore, WMS features advanced accounting services, accumulating usage information with respect to users,
groups and VOs and providing statistical reports to track resource usage and discover abuse.

2 State-of-the-Art of Scheduling in D-Grid

The German D-Grid initiative funds the creation of a large-scale, collaborative e-Science Grid for the German research
landscape. This infrastructure is intended to support research collaboration in different sciences. Thus, D-Grid projects
can be roughly classified in two categories: First, there areprojects and activities for the horizontal integration and
support of necessary middleware solutions. Second, there are projects for individual user communities to support them
to gain advantage from Grid technology and the D-Grid. Thesecommunity projects include climate research, high
energy physics, astrophysics, medicine, and others. The list of community projects has been continuously increased
since the start of D-Grid.

Due to the different nature and background of these communities, there are specific requirement and constraints in
the necessary Grid service and middleware. As a consequence, D-Grid currently supports three middleware solutions
(Globus GT4, UNICORE 5, gLite). Moreover, the need for suitable scheduling solutions became evident as this was
considered in many of the projects. Due to the different typeof workflows in the communities, the different application
use cases, and the specific middlewares, there exist now several community-specific scheduling activities.

2http://www.gridway.org/
3http://www.calana.net/
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2.1 The VIOLA MetaScheduling Service
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Figure 2: Architecture of the MetaScheduling Environment

The MetaScheduling Service (MSS) is a Grid-level schedulerdeveloped in the German VIOLA project. Its ini-
tial task was the co-allocation of resources needed to execute parallel MPI applications within the VIOLA testbed.
Over time it evolved towards an WS-Agreement-based meta-scheduler capable of orchestrating the resource usage of
different workflow tasks.

The MetaScheduling Service is by design independent of any underlying middleware and it exploits various stan-
dard formats, languages, and protocols that are developed by the distributed systems community. This simplifies
the integration with different Grid middlewares, as they are e.g. used in D-Grid, and the interoperability with other
Grid-level scheduling systems.

The immediate objective of the MSS development is to co-allocate computational and network resources in a
UNICORE-based Grid, but we designed the environment to support arbitrary types of resources and to be integrated
into different Grid middleware systems. The main integration effort to get the MSS working on top of other middle-
ware, like e.g. Globus, is to implement the client-side interface of the MetaScheduling Service. Since it is beyond the
scope of this paper to explain the system in detail we refer to[15] for a complete architectural description of it and
to [14] for the definition of the negotiation protocol currently implemented.

Figure 2 sketches the basic architecture of the meta-scheduling environment and its integration into the UNI-
CORE Grid middleware. The VIOLA Meta-Scheduling Service communicates with a client application using WS-
Agreement, it receives the workflow-specific resource requests wrapped into a Meta-Scheduling (MS) request, and it
returns reservations for all of these resources. To interact with varying types of local Resource Management Systems
(RMS) we use the mechanisms provided by the UNICORE TSI level. The MSS uses a single adapter towards the
UNICORE system to communicate with the system. The interface of this adapter towards the MSS implements the
WS-Agreement. Towards the UNICORE Gateway and the other UNICORE components the adapter implements the
UNICORE Protocol Layer UPL. The adapter provides a single interface to the local RMS by using the respective
component of the TSI for the specific local RMS. Thus the Meta-Scheduling Service can negotiate resource usage
by exploiting a single interface independent of the underlying resource type. To negotiate resource usage the Meta-
Scheduling Service first queries local RMS for the availability of the requested resources and then negotiates the
reservations across all local RMS. These, in order to participate in the negotiation process, have to be capable and
willing to let the MetaScheduling Service reserve resources in advance by offering data about the estimated job exe-
cution start and stop times, and provide at least partial access to their local schedules, e.g. by publishing information
about available free time slots.
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2.2 The C3Grid Workflow Scheduling Service

The Workflow Scheduling Service (WSS) within the C3Grid project is a community-tailored, yet open Grid scheduler
implementation with strong focus on data-awareness and co-scheduling with the project-proprietary Data Manage-
ment System (DMS). The main objective during design was to provide an integrated scheduling solution within the
SOA environment in the C3Grid project that covers the specific needs of a data-driven, Grid technology-agnostic
community.

2.2.1 Current Features

The WSS accepts the submission of workflows within the constraints of an extended DAG model, effectively introduc-
ing a notion ofquorums for incoming dependencies: the user is allowed to define a number of precedence constraints
to be at least fulfilled before a given task may be handled. Thedefinition of such workflows is done with a sim-
ple community-tailored XML dialect calledWorkflow Specification Language; task description is done through plain
JSDL [2] documents with an additional extension for the description of specialized climate data extraction applica-
tions.

Figure 3: Architectural Overview of the C3Grid Workflow Scheduling Service.

Summarizing, the WSS consists of a set of stateful4 Web Services. The approach of exposing each and every
workflow and task as a distinct WS Resource, see Figure 3, paystribute to the implicit concurrency that stems from
the asynchronous submission protocol in Grid scheduling, the necessity of strong separation between different clients
as well as the session character of running workflows.

Due to the project-preset base middleware being Globus Toolkit 4.x [4], advance reservation of resources is only
partly possible: while data transfers and storage space canbe reserved in the future through DMS functionality, the
vanilla WS-GRAM service allows best-effort service only. This deficiency is however slightly ameliorated by a usage
policy of keeping scheduled GT4 resources empty.

The business functionality exposed by the WSS services can be divided into three distinct parts:

Workflow Decomposition Besides analyzing a given workflow description for soundness and creating appropriate
data structures, the decomposition component within WSS scans depending tasks for implicit data dependencies
and automatically injects transfer task templates into thedependency graph. Note that these templates only
contain information about the non host-specific propertiesof the transfer (such as the file name); the decision
hereon is left to the execution planning part.

Job Management On the basis of a so decomposed workflow, the job management component takes over handling
of it, supervising adherence to the dependencies with respect to the given quorums, and deciding on the actual

4Comprising WSRF/L [3] and WSN [6] interfaces.
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execution site for each task as well as previously injected depending transfers. The decision process is encap-
sulated in a runtime-pluggable strategy, which in its current preliminary implementation considers data locality
and system utilization. Data-related operations are dynamically negotiated with the DMS [7], however not using
SLAs.

Task Execution The execution of an ultimately scheduled task is handled by the task execution component, which
provides an abstraction to the different task types in the C3Grid environment. This approach is inevitable, since
specialized data extraction operations via the DMS have to be handled in a different way than job execution
on a Globus WS-GRAM endpoint. Here, also the JSDL description of the task itself is bridged towards the
underlying protocols such as Globus RSL.

Monitoring of a workflow’s or task’s state5 progress between the different services is carried out largely by using
WS-N subscriptions regarding specific topics. This ensuresthe desired loose coupling between services within the
WSS and allows for a strong separation between business functionality and notification management.

2.2.2 Future Prospects

An ongoing development of more sophisticated strategies isenforced in order to realize better dissemination of work-
flows on the available resources. This includes the deployment of more flexible strategies within the afore depicted
structure such that user group preferences [5] or system state-specific rule sets [8] can be realized.

Furthermore, efforts are being made to reach a higher standards compliance with respect to two major areas: (1) the
replacement of the resource abstraction layer by using OGSA-BES [9] as a uniform submission interface for already
negotiated and ultimately scheduled tasks and (2) the incorporation of WS-Agreement as a standardized negotiation
mechanism between WSS and DMS for cooperative scheduling ofcompute and data jobs.

3 Features & Gaps

A comparison of the requirements and current activities show that there is an inherent need for consolidated job
scheduling which also considers data management (availability, transfer) and co-allocation/co-planning of workflows
instead of single jobs. It became clear that in many communities the use of advance reservation for a-priori knowl-
edge of resource availability and the inclusion of service-level agreement as means to wrap reservation and policy
constraints are key technologies for future scheduling solutions. In addition, there is a crucial need to consolidate the
interoperability of different schedulers and different middlewares in D-Grid.

3.1 Interoperability between Schedulers

Interoperability of schedulers in D-Grid implies that the community-specific requirements and peculiarities are kept,
but that instruments are created which allow different community schedulers to communicate to exchange information,
schedules, or even complete workflows. To achieve this, it isnecessary to define a scheduling interoperability archi-
tecture including the interfaces needed, to e.g. sending a scheduling request to another scheduler, and the descriptions
that are used for jobs or workflows. In case the different communities agree on such an architecture and implement
it, the different schedulers would form an interoperable D-Grid scheduling framework. This framework could then
interface other horizontal D-Grid services, like for example D-MON6, the D-Grid resource and service monitoring
currently under development.

One approach in this direction and a potential foundation for the work in D-Grid is theGrid Scheduling Architecture
specified by the GSA Research Group of the Open Grid Forum7 (OGF). The group defines aJSDL Profileand a
Scheduling Description Language(SDL), artefacts which are combined with existing OGF standards to realise an
interoperable Grid Scheduling Architecture as sketched inFig. 4.

The JSDL Profile is used to limit the number of job descriptionattributes to achieve an ”a priori” agreement
between interoperable schedulers. This profile defines in detail the supported JSDL attributes and how they are to
be interpreted. The scheduling-related attributes which are not included in JSDL, however, form the SDL. Its goal

5Including its progress, completion, failure, and logging information.
6http://www.d-grid.de/index.php?id=401
7http://www.ogf.org
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Figure 4: Proposal on standards-based Interoperability Architecture

is to provide a basic set of scheduling attributes that must be handled by Grid schedulers. Attribute categories are
time constraints, job dependencies (or workflow information), job priorities, scheduling objectives/preferences, data-
dependent scheduling information, and queue-based scheduling information. These attributes may be referenced in
Service Level Agreements negotiated between Grid schedulers, used for scheduling decisions, or exploited to execute
a job by a local resource management system.

In co-operation with other scheduling-related standards,the JSDL Profile and the SDL are deployed to achieve
scheduler interoperability. Those standards include the Web Services Agreements specification (WS-Agreement [1])
for definition and negotiation of Service Level Agreements,the OGSA Basic Execution Service (OGSA-BES [9]),
which is used to initiate, monitor, and control computational activities, or the OGSA Resource Selection Services
(OGSA-RSS8), which provide means to discover and selection resources.

This Grid Scheduling Architecture is one option for D-Grid to realise a Grid scheduling architecture in an standards-
compliant landscape preserving the autonomy of the diversecommunity schedulers and their repsective projects.

3.2 Delegation of Resources

In an environment where sites use the same middleware temporary delegation of resources could be an alternative
for using the interoperability between the different Grid schedulers to submit jobs to another site as described in
section 3.1. The approach currently under consideration isthe temporary delegation of the control of resources from

8https://forge.gridforum.org/sf/projects/ogsa-rss-wg
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the local scheduling system of site A to the local schedulingsystem of site B that will use the resources for a timeframe
negotiated before. The advantage of this approach for the user is the possibility to make use the full capabilities of
the scheduling system of site B to submit its complex job. Using the interoperability between schedulers as described
before not all features of the local schedulers could be exploited as the interoperability approach usually reduces the
number of features to the most often used ones. However, the delegation raises a number of questions that have to be
further investigated in order to implement this approach, e.g.

• how to partition the resources to be able to only delegate thenecessary part of the resource and not the entire
resource,

• how to make sure that there are no running jobs using a part of the resources to be delegated,

• how to avoid idling resources while waiting for the termination of such a job, on the other hand,

• do we need to reserve the delegated resources to allow only the initiating job to use them,

• how is the delegation signalled to the monitoring system.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we briefly introduced the problem of schedulingdependent entities to provide a basis for the following
discussion on interoperability approaches for the D-Grid scheduling environment. We then reviewed three scheduling
systems used (but not developed) in D-Grid in order to provide a framework for the description of scheduling systems
developed in D-Grid. In more detail we have presented a pre D-Grid development also funded by the German Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF), theVIOLA MetaScheduling System, and a D-Grid self-development, theWork-
flow Scheduling Servicewithin the C3Grid project. Based on the presentation of the systems and their capabilities we
show different existing gaps in the D-Grid scheduling environment. To address these gaps we described two orthog-
onal approaches currently being under consideration in D-Grid: (i) defining a protocol for the interoperability of the
different D-Grid community schedulers, and (ii) temporarily delegating resources operated in one site to another site
under the control of this site’s scheduling system. We proposed using WS-Agreement as the interface and protocol
for the interoperability of approach (i), which already hasbeen identified for interoperability on the Grid scheduler
layer by the Grid Scheduling Architecture working group of the OGF. Following this proposal, D-Grid will provide a
solution for scheduler interoperability that would implement a number of proposed standards currently developed in
the OGF.

The approaches described in this paper will be investigatedin more detail and - based on the outcome of the
analysis - an implementation of the approaches to bridge thegaps will be proposed and realised by a project on
scheduler interoperability that is currently in preparation.
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